The following shoes are suitable for Victoria Point State High School and comply with the Dress Code. They are acceptable because they are:

- All Black
- Have leather uppers (not suede)
- Fully enclosed

Images kindly supplied by Mathers and Williams retail stores. The terms Jnr & Snr are a guide to shoe sizing only, not age or year level.

**SHOE OPTIONS** (Smaller Shoe Sizes)

**Lynx Linear Vel (Jnr)**
Leather/synthetic upper, interchangeable multi fit sock system, anti-bacterial lining, moulded EVA midsole, non-marking rubber sole. Black. (full sizes only)

**Lynx Linear Lace (Jnr)**
Leather/synthetic upper, interchangeable multi fit sock system, anti-bacterial lining, moulded EVA midsole, non-marking rubber sole. Black. (full sizes only)

**Lynx Arrow II (Jnr)**
Leather upper, mesh lining, anti-bacterial treatment on a TPR sole. Black & Brown. (full sizes only)

**Lynx Victory II (Jnr)**
Leather upper & lining, interchangeable multi-fit socksystem, anti-bacterial treatment, PU outsole. Black. (full sizes)

**Clarks Daytona (Jnr)**
Leather upper/lining & sock, removable moulded innersole, lightweight PU outsole. Black.

**Clarks Vancouver (Jnr)**
Leather/synthetic upper, synthetic lining & sock, phylon/rubber sole, dual fitting. Black.

**Clarks Ventura (Jnr)**
Leather/synthetic upper, synthetic lining & sock, phylon/rubber sole, dual fitting. Black. (full sizes only)

**Clarks Library (Jnr)**
Leather upper/lining & sock, removable moulded innersole, lightweight PU outsole. Black
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### SHOE OPTIONS - Male & Female (Larger sizes avail)

**Lynx Calculus (Snr Boys)**
Leather upper & lining, anti-bacterial treatment, interchangeable multi sock fit system, lightweight PU sole. Black Sizes 6-14 (full sizes only)

**Colorado Jasper II (Snr Boys)**
Leather upper & lining. PU outside. Black Sizes 6 – 13 (6 ½ - 10 ½ )

**Roc Strobe (Snr Boys)**
Leather upper, multi fit system, lightweight PU sole. Black. Sizes 6 – 14 (6 ½ - 10 ½ )

**Clarks Daytona (Snr Boys)**
Leather upper/lining & sock, removable moulded innersole, lightweight PU outsole. (Half sizing available)

**Colorado Adam (Snr Boys)**
Leather upper, anti-bacterial treated mesh sock & lining, oil/acid resistant sole. Black Sizes 6 – 14 (6 ½ - 10 ½ )

**Lynx Millinear Lace (Sports/Boys)**
Leather/synthetic upper, anti-bacterial treatment, moulded EVA midsole, non marking rubber sole. Black (Full Sizes only).

**Lynx Victory (Snr Girls)**
Leather upper & lining, anti-bacterial treatment, PU outsole. Black. Sizes 6-11 (6 ½ to 9 ½ )

**Colorado Algebra 2 (Snr Girls)**
Leather upper, removable anti-bacterial inner sole, memory foam sock for comfort, rubber outsole. Black. Sizes 6 – 12 (6 ½ - 9 ½ )

**Colorado Atlas 2 (Snr Girls)**
Leather upper, removable anti-bacterial innersole, memory foam sock, rubber outsole. Black. Sizes 5 – 12 (6 ½ - 9 ½ )

**Roc Verve (Snr Girls)**
Leather upper, fabric lining vulcanised construction, flexible sole. Black Sizes 5 – 12 (5 ½ to 10 ½ )

**Roc Dakota (Snr Girls)**
Leather upper, fabric lining, low black heel, durable sole. Black. Sizes 6-11 (6 ½ to 9 ½ )

**Roc Larrikin (Snr Girls)**
Leather upper soft fabric lining, flexible and durable sole. Black. Sizes 6-12 (6 ½ to 9 ½ )